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The main landmass of Europe does not appear in the iconic Blue Marble photograph of earth, taken from space on the final Apollo mission to the moon in December 1972. Europe as a continent remains out of frame, hidden north beyond the curvature of the planet. Viewers instead see swirling clouds, vast expanses of the world ocean and the partially obscured forms of Africa, Antarctica and the Arabian Peninsula. Decentring the Global North was crucial to the charisma of this image, which for half a century has been a symbol of human unity and a staple of appeals to protect the only planet we have ever inhabited. The universality of the photograph contrasted with the frictions of the Cold War and decolonisation that peaked in the 1960s. Blue Marble is nonetheless deeply ambivalent. Its extraterrestrial vantage was possible thanks to the space race between the United States and the Soviet Union. And the implicit message of the photograph – that the benefits of spaceflight and other advanced technologies would be shared with all peoples as a contribution to global economic development – simultaneously invoked legacies of inequality from the epoch of formal imperialism, itself not yet at an end. Regions visible in Blue Marble, in fact, included territory still administered at the time by Britain, France, Norway, Portugal and Spain.

The histories of Europe and of space are intertwined, even if connections have not always seemed obvious. From the 1985 publication of Walter MacDougal’s Pulitzer Prize winning … the Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age, long the standard work on the history of the space race, scholars of outer space have concentrated on transformations in and of the United States and, to a

Historians of Europe, for their part, have paid little attention to space (assuming Europe is defined to include present-day members of the European Union, but not Russia). One recent study of European integration unfolds without mentioning the European Space Agency or spaceflight at all. Space has not needed Europe, it seems, and Europe has not needed space. Yet tensions encapsulated in the Blue Marble photograph suggest a more complex story. The technological utopianism often associated with human spaceflight is shot through with problems of modernity and power closely identified with Europe. Scholars of Europe have linked the continent and its people with processes of globalisation, with all its promise and perils, by pushing boundaries of analysis in multiple geographic directions. Our understanding of the impact of Europeans in the world reflects innovative enquiries into European arctic exploration, transatlantic exchanges, entanglements to the south and east, and even the pursuit of natural resources underground. But looking up is arguably a trickier endeavour. After all, most objects in orbit do not stay above a given place, raising the question: where is Europe in outer space?

A new historical book series of three volumes considers this subject through the lens of ‘astroculture’. The trilogy’s principal editor, Alexander C.T. Geppert, defines astroculture as ‘a heterogeneous array of images and artifacts, media and practices that all aim to ascribe meaning to outer space while stirring both the individual and the collective imagination’. In short, it is how people think about space. The first volume, Imagining Outer Space, examines the period from 1945 to 1974, when space thought ignited passions across Europe but before Western European countries established a centralised space agency. Volume two, Limiting Outer Space, explores the 1970s as an ‘in-between decade’ in which an international lull in enthusiasm for spaceflight coincided with a quiet fusion of space technologies – especially communication satellites – with neoliberal globalisation. The third and final volume, Militarizing Outer Space, assesses what editors Geppert, Daniel Brandau and Tilmann Siebeneichner call the ‘dark side’ of astroculture, its military dimensions. Together, these three books offer a fascinating reevaluation of space history from European perspectives. The forty-four total essays, if eclectic in topic and approach, are connected through periodisation, geographic focus and the unifying concept of astroculture. They aim to situate Europe within the space age and bring space into European history.

My essay evaluates this European astroculture trilogy with attention to its implications for the further integration of European history and space studies. My critique unfolds in three steps. First, I consider these books in the wider context of scholarship on Europe and space, asking how the concept of astroculture adds to these literatures as well as what limits it might hold. Second, I trouble the category of Europe deployed in the astroculture trilogy. The authors position their vantage from
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2 Walter A. McDougall, ... the Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York: Basic Books, 1985), 423–9, considers Western European space programmes after the book’s main narrative has concluded.
6 David Armitage, ‘The International Turn in Intellectual History’, in Darrin M. McMahon and Samuel Moyn, eds., Rethinking Modern European Intellectual History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 242, suggests that – in the context of an international turn in historical scholarship that has foregrounded questions of physical space – ‘outer space may be the truly final frontier for intellectual history’.
Europe as ‘an analytical “third way” or middle course between West and East’. By focusing disproportionately on Western Europe, however, the trilogy in effect conflates this ‘third way’ with norms common across the US-led West. I moreover suggest that efforts to step outside Cold War binaries have an unintended consequence of obscuring North-South exchanges. The history of European imperialism and its space age legacies should invite postcolonial analysis of Europe’s ‘final frontier’. Third, I contextualise astroculture alongside ‘planetary power’. The capacity of states and other collective actors to project influence across planet earth grew in the era of spaceflight. I develop this argument by engaging two new books, Nuclear Folly by Serhii Plokhy and Operation Moonglow by Teasel Muir-Harmony. The former reexamines the Cuban Missile Crisis, while the latter assesses the Apollo flights to the moon. These books illuminate the global push-and-pull dynamics of the Cold War and decolonisation in which European astroculture thrived. I conclude with the hope that recovering this history can offer resources toward addressing ecological crisis and social inequality in Europe and beyond.

European Astroculture

Foregrounding astroculture rather than technology or policy is a deft method of centring Europe in the history of space. If we accept the premise of the astroculture trilogy ‘that “science fiction” and “science fact” are not contradictory but complementary’, then Europeans can claim a founding role in the major space initiatives of the last century. In a stage-setting chapter, former NASA historian Steven J. Dick portrays imagination as an indelible factor alongside funding and rocket fuel for extraterrestrial exploration. Drawing on work by cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz, Dick interprets spaceflight as ‘a manifestation of culture’. He views space as being first and foremost a matter of imagination: ‘This, in the end, is the great benefit of the Space Age, providing a much broader perspective, making us realize that all our earthly knowledge may be only a single instance of a much more generalized knowledge’. And as dreamers of space, Europeans counted among the most inventive. Not all space boosters have been science fiction enthusiasts, but many were. Nineteenth-century European novelists inspired early space thinkers and rocketeers on both sides of the Atlantic. The Russian theorist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky reported that his interest in the heavens had first been awakened by the fantasies of Jules Verne: ‘curiosity was then followed by serious thought’. Tsiolkovsky’s counterpart in the United States, Robert Goddard, also consumed the writings of Verne, H.G. Wells and others.

Europeans were not only early visionaries of space. They also produced the first means of leaving earth. Despite the later dominance of space programmes in the Soviet Union and the United States, it was Hitler’s Germany that first rocketed human-made objects beyond the atmosphere. A Nazi-made V-2 missile first passed an altitude of 100 km (now a common definition of space) in 1943. The story of how conquering American and Soviet forces captured V-2 rockets and the engineers who had designed them is by now well known. Missiles developed in the Third Reich formed a basis for space research by both Cold War superpowers. Yet the fascist origins of space technology

11 Ibid., 16.
12 Steven J. Dick, ‘Space, Time and Aliens: The Role of Imagination in Outer Space’, in Geppert, ed., Imagining Outer Space, 34, 46.
remained controversial as a subject for research until the 1990s. Former Nazi rocketeers like Wernher von Braun – whose Alabama-based Army team placed the first US satellite into orbit, three months after Sputnik shocked the world in 1957 – were more likely to reminisce in public about their childhood fantasies of spaceflight than their past SS membership or use of concentration camp labour. The European origins of space technology often posed a liability. A chapter by von Braun’s biographer demonstrates that astroculture was as much about erasing memory as preserving it. During the 1960s, a campaign in East Germany sought to discredit von Braun by publicising information about his Nazi ties. The nearly complete non-penetration of these denunciations across the Iron Curtain may help to clarify the circumstances of Western Europe’s longstanding marginalisation in histories of space.

The astroculture trilogy rehearses accounts of diffusion to the United States and the Soviet Union through the Second World War, but it sets itself a more ambitious task of proving European relevance to the history of space during the less expected years after 1945. The first volume, *Imagining Outer Space*, shows that popular excitement for space and spaceflight extended far beyond superpower borders during the early Cold War. Most chapters assess developments in France, Great Britain or West Germany, with Eastern Europe constituting a region of secondary enquiry. The authors critique bipolar frameworks, instead focusing on a ‘European paradox of comprehensive space enthusiasm despite decades-long abstinence from manned spaceflight’. Europeans loved space, even if few of them went there. No non-Soviet Europeans flew to space until 1978, when a small number began traveling aboard Soviet or US spacecraft, and to date, the European Space Agency has never sent spacefarers into orbit with its own rockets. Emphasis on astroculture nonetheless conjures a space age that was quintessentially European. *Imagining Outer Space* analyses a host of European novels, films and popular culture from David Bowie to the Astrosmurf. Its chapters wade into gravely serious West German educational TV and parse the sartorial choices of British space operas. Readers consider extraterrestrial art. We romp on the moon with Tintin.

Spaceflight itself occupies a remarkably subdued place in *Imagining Outer Space*. The preferred ground of enquiry here is on the literal ground in Europe. The tremendous expense of space programs and their close connection to geopolitical competition precluded Western European states from rivaling the astronomical spectaculars of the United States or the Soviet Union. Their capacity to pool resources across borders to create viable spacefaring technology is nonetheless a valuable story. More sustained attention to international space science and technology could help to reveal how and why astroculture circulated in Europe and beyond. Readers seeking a detailed look at formal space programmes founded in Western Europe after the Second World War should consult the excellent two-volume assessment by John Krige, Arturo Russo, Michelangelo de Maria and Lorenza Sebesta. *Imagining Outer Space* only cursorily treats the origins of the European Launcher.
Development Organisation (ELDO) and the European Space Research Organisation (ESRO) in 1964, as well as the establishment of the European Space Agency eleven years later. A brief primer reminds us that relationships with NASA were essential for early Western European space efforts. The United States and Britain jointly launched a satellite in 1962. A joint US-Italian launch followed in 1964. The next year, France became the first Western European country to launch a satellite with its own rocket.21

The trilogy’s second volume, Limiting Outer Space, examines European astroculture in the 1970s, ‘post Apollo’. Scholars have considered this decade a fallow period in space history. US voyages to the moon ended in 1972, and NASA’s human spaceflight programmes scaled down until the agency’s Space Shuttle programme came online in 1981. In the meantime, publics became comparatively disillusioned with space. ‘The Apollo program of the 1960s and early 1970s’, writes Roger Launius, ‘cast a long shadow over expectations for the American exploration of space’.22 In the context of American war-making in Vietnam, dissatisfaction with progress in civil rights legislation in the United States and growing concerns about the ecological sustainability of modern industrial societies, space appeared to lose its groove. For students of astroculture, the draw-down of space theatrics in the 1970s is less a problem than an opportunity. Limiting Outer Space treats this period as an era of self-reflexivity. The earth-centric gaze exemplified by the Blue Marble photograph signalled a reorientation from the stars to humanity and its planetary home.23 This, in turn, offered Western Europeans fresh leverage to put their stamp on global space culture. The Danish toy company LEGO, for instance, issued a popular space-themed line that cast extraterrestrial travel as peaceful and creative, akin to Scandinavian social democracy.24 Western European countries meanwhile collaborated to construct the landmark Spacelab, carried on some Space Shuttle missions to conduct experiments in the micro-gravity of low earth orbit.25

The highlight of Limiting Outer Space is a challenging but rewarding chapter by Martin Collins, who situates space history in recent literature on the global 1970s. Collins deviates from much of the historiography (and indeed from other contributions in the same volume) to argue that ‘spaceflight as a period category and field of action became fundamental to the making of – and, thus, to our understanding of – the 1970s and after’. Far from constituting a low point in space history, the decade witnessed the full integration of space technologies into maturing (or metastasising) forms of global free market capitalism. Collins emphasises the structural impact of satellite-based communication systems. He especially considers the interpretation of satellites by critical theorists like Raymond Williams and Jean-François Lyotard. These thinkers advanced notions of modernity and late capitalism long before systematic historicisation of the 1970s. Space constituted ‘a key imaginary for relating subjectivity, values and capitalism into a literal world view meant to bind together and make sense of individual, local and global registers of experience and action’.26 For Collins, spaceflight has therefore long
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21 On Western European space cooperation with NASA, see also Brian Harvey, Europe’s Space Programme: To Ariane and Beyond (London: Springer, 2003); John Krige, Angelina Long Callahan and Ashok Maharaj, NASA in the World: Fifty Years of International Collaboration in Space (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013). On space cooperation between non-Soviet Europeans with the Soviet Union and, more recently, Russia, see Colin Burgess and Burt Vis, Interkosmos: The Eastern Bloc’s Early Space Program (London: Springer, 2016); Brian Harvey, European-Russian Space Cooperation: From de Gaulle to ExoMars (London: Springer, 2021).


informed understandings of the late twentieth century even while receiving limited treatment by historians. His chapter raises the stakes for producing new empirical studies of space and capitalism. Although we learn that 7,600 satellites were launched by 1975, the precise relationships between orbiting technologies, state backers and rising forms of neoliberal globalisation in this period remain understudied.27

_Militarizing Outer Space_, the final instalment in the astroculture trilogy, supersedes the chronological progression of the first two books, spanning the entire Cold War. The volume also expands the original geographic scope beyond Western Europe, a trend already discernible in the second book. While this new entry begins by discussing President Donald Trump’s programme to create a Space Force in the US military, the narrative climax lies with Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Announced in 1983, SDI quickly became associated with the popular Star Wars film franchise. Reagan called for the establishment of a space-based defensive shield against incoming ballistic missiles from the Soviet Union. It ostensibly would have made nuclear war impossible. Although SDI (based in part on fantastical technologies first pitched by science fiction authors) petered out by the 1990s, it nicely illustrates the authors’ collective depiction of space as fodder both for peaceful utopianism and persistent militarism. The book correctly treats early space science during the Cold War as an extension of the superpowers’ nuclear arms race.28 Space, in this sense, had been militarised from the beginning. Only following Sputnik’s launch and NASA’s founding was space ‘partly “civilianized”’ after 1958, as non-military space agencies and corporations began to launch payloads.29 Western Europeans largely followed NASA’s lead in publicly depicting extraterrestrial endeavours as civilian, claims challenged in multiple chapters. Merely calling space agencies ‘civilian’ fulfilled security aims by assuaging external suspicions.

More than its predecessor volumes, _Militarizing Outer Space_ draws distinctions between popular astroculture and the technological realities of spaceflight. In contrast with the ray guns and laser blasters of science fiction, space was never meaningfully weaponised.30 This is not to say it was irrelevant for warfare. To the contrary, space-based communications and navigation systems such as GPS are now components of all military conflicts worldwide.31 Defense officials have tended to oppose the weaponisation of space because they have feared upsetting the international legal consensus (codified in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty) that allows extraterrestrial regions to be used for security purposes, as long as these are not weapons-based. Reconnaissance satellites have been among the most important military technologies in orbit. The United States and the Soviet Union began sending spy satellites
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over each other’s territory in the 1960s. These eyes in the sky were more reliable and less diplomatically offensive than high-altitude airplanes. John Gaddis suggested decades ago that spy satellites helped keep the Cold War cold by enabling each superpower to verify that its counterpart was not preparing to launch a surprise nuclear attack, a view echoed in Militarizing Outer Space. Attention to US and Soviet hard power in this volume underscores the limits of analyses confined to Western Europe. The myriad entanglements of space endeavours across continental boundaries raise intriguing new questions about the place of Europe in space.

Situating Europe

Europeans produced astroculture, but astroculture was never restricted to Europe. In his introduction to Imagining Outer Space, editor Alexander Geppert outlined his hope that studying European space culture would ‘expand contemporary understandings of “outer space” such that astroculture becomes a new field of modern European historiography’. Three books and nearly a decade later, this undertaking has enjoyed success. Already, the term astroculture has found resonance in the broader literature on space and spaceflight. In his 2018 book, Spaceflight: A Concise History, Michael Neufeld features ‘astroculture’ as the organising principle of one of his six chapters. Geppert reports this concept’s appearance in fifty other scholarly publications in English, French and German. In a retrospective epilogue, he evaluates that the trilogy’s goal of ‘making “astroculture” a new field of modern (European) historiography’ has been achieved. Readers will nonetheless note a subtle change in emphasis. The word European, once unmarked, has become parenthetical. Geppert gives several reasons for this shift in formulation. One is the trilogy’s disproportionate attention to Western rather than Eastern Europe. A wholly European history would require additional inquiry. Geppert also highlights the relevance of astroculture for non-European histories, encouraging research into manifestations in ‘the Global South’, namely China, Japan and India. He writes, ‘the analytical, empirical and intellectual gains to be made from globalizing the history of outer space, spaceflight and space exploration are gigantic’.

To these recommendations for studying astroculture more deeply in Europe as well as in the Global South might be added a third provocation: the need for histories of space and empire that foreground transnational relationships across Europe’s continental boundaries. In 1961, the anti-colonial thinker Frantz Fanon posited that Europe was ‘literally the creation of the Third World’. Imperial conquests and centuries-long exploitation of racialised others gave Europe its power. That Western European states could embark on space programmes in the wake of the Second World War reflected this accumulated wealth. More concretely, their space endeavours relied on the postwar reassertion of
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colonialism, an underemphasised but integral aspect of Western European unification in this period more broadly.37 Early British space science entailed the founding of a rocket range in the Australian Outback. Named ‘Woomera’ after an Aboriginal throwing spear, this facility tested missiles on Aboriginal lands, from which previous inhabitants were removed.38 Italy built its spaceport on Kenyan territory, with dubious consequences for local economic and ecological health.39 France, meanwhile, launched rockets from the Sahara Desert while fighting a brutal war of decolonisation in Algeria. In 1964, France relocated space activities to French Guiana, the site of a former penal colony. The Guiana Space Centre later became the European Space Agency’s premier spaceport. By the 1990s, it was launching over half of all commercial satellites in orbit.40

The European astroculture trilogy provides a promising foundation for future scholars to integrate the histories of space and empire. ‘An entire geography of outer space developed’, we learn, ‘that presented itself as a continuation, if not a logical extension of earlier geographies of imperial expansion and colonial domination’. The three volumes also consider European views of alien life forms. These appear as ‘the twentieth century’s most radical version of alterity’. If they were indeed ‘an “other” unlike any before’, then they were nonetheless surely modelled on and offered ciphers for very real others in the collective European experience.41 Hints of this line of analysis arise tantalisingly throughout. Chapters on aliens in fiction and claims of UFO sightings point to social anxieties about belonging and equality in postwar Europe.42 The space age benefitted some groups more than others, with disparities manifesting both within Western Europe and between the Global South and North. The concerns of elites in the so-called Third World that their countries were not sufficiently profiting from space receive consideration in a contribution on the negotiation of international space law during the 1960s and 1970s.43 In those years, global inequality also provided a motivating factor behind the most ambitious schemes for space colonisation, which helped to lay the groundwork for Reagan’s SDI dreams. If overpopulation threatened unfettered economic growth on earth, escape to the stars promised an end to limits.44


38 Sue Davenport, Peter Johnson and Yuwali, Cleared Out: Contact in the Western Desert (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2005).


That the astroculture trilogy does not fully develop its postcolonial leads is due, at least in part, to a fraught attitude toward the United States. While the books are eager to affirm Western Europe as a distinct field, they simultaneously exhibit deep indebtedness to the historiography of US space programmes. This approach creates a lopsided effect, in which most regions outside Western Europe are treated as extraneous, yet references to the United States abound. On one hand, this is understandable, given the extraordinary power the United States exercised in Western Europe during the Cold War. Western Europeans retained freedom of motion in science and other realms, but the role of the United States was ‘hegemonic’. As recent reevaluations of the Cold War demonstrate, however, cultural and technological differences between East and West were less significant than claimed at the time. One major treatment examines the Cold War as a global phenomenon originating in the 1890s with ‘the radicalization of the European labor movement [and] the expansion of the United States and Russia as transcontinental empires’. To position Soviet astroculture as a foil for Western European versions while treating the United States as a model, then, runs the danger of obscuring the Global North as a unifying category for interpreting twentieth-century spaceflight. Viewing the origins of astroculture as a common project within European expansionism (broadly defined) could productively illuminate prominent tropes such as ‘the frontier’ in thinking about space.

Envisioning European astroculture as a phenomenon that extends beyond the continent of Europe might also deepen the value of insights imported from scholarship on the United States and space. Consider, for instance, the 2003 book Astrofuturism by the US literary scholar De Witt Douglas Kilgore. Authors preparing papers for Imagining Outer Space were asked to consider Kilgore’s idea of ‘astrofuturism’ in a European context. Kilgore interprets works of science fiction that use space to postulate ideas about the perfectibility of US society. He readily acknowledges the overwhelming maleness and, especially, whiteness of twentieth-century science fiction. For him, race ‘should not be considered marginal to the astrofuturist project; rather, racial difference is a wellspring of its agenda’. He views astrofuturism as a window onto ‘America’s response to the claims of marginalized peoples’. The uptake of Kilgore’s book in the European astroculture trilogy, however, mostly leaves race behind. Authors are more likely to position Western Europe as ‘peripheral’ over and against the superpowers. A chapter in the second book, Limiting Outer Space, provides a captivating account of the writing of the landmark film 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968). The filmmakers read deeply in cutting-edge anthropology to create the iconic opening sequence, ‘The Dawn of Man’. In this parable of human genesis, African ape-men develop bone weapons, ostensibly prefiguring the ability of the


space age to ‘rescue Western civilization from the cycles of war and self-destruction’. Such a reading looks east and west. But one might also turn south, inquiring what 1960s palaeoanthropology told whites about their evolutionary status.

An article by Sara Pritchard in *Environmental History* illustrates the rewards of keeping multiple continents in the same frame. Pritchard’s essay, ‘The Trouble with Darkness’, offers a close reading of *City Lights of Africa, Europe, and the Middle East*, a nighttime image of earth from space compiled with data from NASA’s Suomi satellite in 2012. The photograph might also be called *Black Marble*, given its similarity to the famous *Blue Marble* image taken forty years earlier. *City Lights* depicts many of the same areas visible in its predecessor. Unlike *Blue Marble*, however, *City Lights* shows Europe in addition to Africa and the Middle East. A more northerly angle relative to Earth’s equator allows viewers to see parts of the Global South and North together. NASA released *City Lights* as a contribution to understanding the distribution of rural versus urban areas, a goal in line with the organisation’s current environmental orientation. Yet as Pritchard reveals, digital editing and design choices ensured that the nighttime lights in wealthy Europe look far brighter than the comparatively sparse artificial illumination of Africa. This juxtaposition risks recapitulating racist depictions of Africa as ‘the Dark Continent’. On the other hand, some conservationists have positively connoted Africa’s lack of light pollution, ideal for stargazing. Pritchard shows how this too centres the poverty of the Global South. It moreover implies that regions inhabited primarily by individuals of colour should remain underdeveloped. At a time when spaceflight is providing a rich theoretical ground for debates about blackness and modernity against the backdrop of deep racist violence, *City Lights* testifies to the importance of considering multicontinental and postcolonial viewpoints in studies of Europe and spaceflight.

**Planetary Power**

A central insight of the European astroculture trilogy is that human interest in outer space has often been more about earth than about the extraterrestrial itself. Astroculture harnesses the beyond to tell us something about ourselves, while military and commercial ventures in space advance terrestrial aims. The term Geppert deploys to describe this phenomenon, ‘planetization’, is not standard in the broader literature. It nonetheless complements much recent scholarship concerned with globalisation and the environment since the Second World War. Spacefaring’s relevance for earthly events underscores the utility of bringing histories of space to bear on ‘mainstream’ historiography, in turn raising practical questions about how scholars should narrate the place of space in macro-processes like modernisation or decolonisation. A new history of the Cuban Missile Crisis, *Nuclear Folly* by Serhii Plokhy, offers a sobering reassessment of the instability of planetary power during the nuclear age. Plokhy shows how close fears of atomic war came to actualisation. They formed a crucial
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backdrop for Cold War astroculture, especially surrounding the Apollo programme that placed astronauts on the moon. Teasel Muir-Harmony traces this story in *Operation Moonglow*. She shows how US officials resolved to promote global astroculture as a means of stabilising the Cold War and of advancing Western interests across the Third World. Locating European imperialism and challenges to it within the interplay of planetary power and astroculture may, in turn, yield insights relevant for confronting inequality and ecological crisis.

Nuclear history provides a natural site of comparison for historical study of outer space. Scholars who underscore the cultural dynamics of spaceflight have their counterparts among nuclear historians. The premise of the Cold War arms race, after all, was that stockpiling atomic weapons would preclude large-scale use. It was the thinkability of nuclear war that supposedly offered the best deterrent. Nuclear-armed countries campaigned to promote favourable attitudes among their own publics and abroad, especially touting the alleged wonders of civilian nuclear technology. Yet by the early 1960s, concerns about the radiological effects of atomic fallout – from testing bombs and from possible use in a future war – helped engender a treaty between Britain, the Soviet Union and the United States, prohibiting atomic tests above ground, underwater and in outer space. By contrast, no substantial anti-space movement ever emerged. The initial panicked reaction to Sputnik across much of the West suggests a different outcome might have transpired. Sputnik terrified because it showed that powerful rockets could potentially carry warheads to any point on earth. In fact, the Soviet Union had not yet built a large and reliable force of missiles with truly intercontinental precision, a reality betrayed by the decision to station nuclear arms on the island of Cuba in 1962. The resulting hair-trigger confrontation detailed in Plokhy’s *Nuclear Folly* led to the withdrawal of Soviet arms. It also helped to stoke global anti-nuclear sentiment.

*Nuclear Folly* reframes the Cuban Missile Crisis as a series of strategic mistakes by the Cold War superpowers as they sought to navigate the new world wrought by nuclear arms and ballistic missiles. Plokhy synthesises previous accounts of Soviet, US and Cuban actions and motivations. To this vast extant literature he contributes new sources, especially Soviet military memoirs and recently released KGB files. The book’s major intervention, however, is to ask not what the countries involved did for their constituents but rather to ask how they failed. ‘Kennedy and Khrushchev marched from one mistake to another’, Plokhy writes. ‘What saved the world during the Cuban crisis was that both leaders considered a nuclear war unwinnable’. Such an interpretation holds at least two implications for understanding the history of planetary power. First, it demonstrates the extreme contingency of this period when the global order was shifting from a system dominated by empires to one defined by nation-states and the superpowers’ extra-territorial projection of force. While the United States and the Soviet Union were still building their arsenals of intercontinental missiles, they relied on shorter-range missiles stationed in or near Western Europe and in a former colony, Cuba. The retraction of Western European imperial power occurred slowly enough to keep the region central to this transition yet also at a fast enough rate that the instability left in colonialism’s wake facilitated a Soviet incursion into the Western hemisphere. Second, emphasising nuclear fear – that is, the superpowers’ ultimate unwillingness to wage nuclear war (at least against each other) – helps explain the ascendance of astroculture as soft power.


Conceptual distinctions between Cold War nuclear politics and spaceflight are due in no small part to the US moon programme. Muir-Harmony’s *Operation Moonglow* bridges this divide by reframing the Apollo flights as an enormous public relations exercise. This effort depended on the portrayal of spaceflight – in the wake of the Cuban Missile Crisis – as non-military. US officials insisted to global publics that voyaging to the moon constituted an achievement for all humankind. At every step, they weighed their project’s public impact. ‘Spaceflight spectaculars, and their promotion abroad’, Muir-Harmony explains, ‘were by design aimed at winning over international public opinion, countering anti-American sentiment, and, most importantly, shaping the emerging global order’. *Operation Moonglow* is a studiously realpolitik account. To bring the involvement of the US Information Agency – which spent millions of dollars on films and exhibits promoting moon-related content, and which hired polling firms on every continent – to the fore in our understanding of Project Apollo is to place the moon programme squarely within the history of efforts to maintain US power worldwide. Muir-Harmony does not deny that billions of people felt a sense of collective participation when astronauts first landed on the moon, nor that deep international interest helped generate environmental sensibilities. But in her telling, these realities were side effects of superpower aims: ‘the idea of “planetary consciousness” was cultivated and marketed to advance US national interests’.

Non-Soviet Europe illuminates the background of *Operation Moonglow* like latent light from a diminished star. Muir-Harmony explains that by the 1960s, ‘the psychological battlefield of the cold war had moved from the fronts of western Europe to the newly independent nations in the developing world’. The stabilisation of the Cold War in Europe coincided with the largest postwar wave of independence movements in formerly colonised lands. Having navigated the draw-down of Western European imperial might, the US and Soviet superpowers competed to court the Third World. Muir-Harmony’s descriptions of efforts by the US Information Agency to promote enthusiasm for space in Africa, Asia and Latin America are fascinating (and contribute brilliantly to calls for scholarly attention to astroculture in the Global South). She details how decolonisation affected space propaganda but also spaceflight hardware. Following the 1963 independence of Zanzibar from Great Britain, for instance, an anti-Western revolution forced NASA to relocate a tracking station from the island to another African state, the Malagasy Republic (today Madagascar). Although US officials claimed to peoples around the globe that Apollo would benefit all, in reality the United States required help from countries worldwide to track its extraterrestrial machinery. The Soviet Union dispatched its own spacefarers and exhibit materials on goodwill tours to the Third World. But Soviet space technologies remained comparatively secret, and global audiences more readily believed they had a stake in Apollo. The US approach to ‘information dissemination – especially the policy of “openness” – bore fruit’.

Taken together, the accounts provided by Plokhy, Muir-Harmony and the authors of the astroculture trilogy offer a reassessment of the space age befitting our era of information-driven political economy and society. These books might be situated alongside treatments of computing history and the challenges of the digital revolution. Feminist scholarship has been especially effective at identifying the structures and costs of information generation in big science, as with the


consequential yet devalued labour performed by female ‘hidden figures’ from multiple racial backgrounds. Nuclear Folly is notably pessimistic about communication and governance in the male-dominated era of space. For Plokhy, the Cuban Missile Crisis lurched from one misstep to another, due to poor knowledge about strategic thinking across the Iron Curtain. Dramatic ironies fuel the narrative as readers encounter data that took agonising hours to reach historical actors. ‘The nuclear age preceded the arrival of the information age by at least a few decades’, Plokhy writes. ‘In October 1962, that gap might very well have led to the return of the Stone Age’. We are left to wonder whether the information age – riddled with kompromat, election lies and the rage generators of social media – would handle nuclear brinksmanship more effectively. Plokhy warns, ‘Today we are back to a period resembling the one that preceded the Cuban missile crisis, when there is no generally recognized “balance of terror”’. An expanded club of countries now possesses nuclear weapons, and international norms against their use are weakening. The nuclear fear that prevented global escalation in 1962 might prove elusive in our own disinformation age.

Operation Moonglow confirms that large-scale scientific communication can succeed, but with caveats. In addition to meeting its technical objective of reaching the moon, Project Apollo achieved its political goal of winning support for the United States abroad. Muir-Harmony explains this by expanding the cast of characters who populate the annals of space historiography. She introduces us to globetrotting US Information Agency officials (such as the remarkable Elton Stepherson Jr., an African American who helped win hearts and minds in Africa) and post-flight astronauts-turned-diplomats (the self-assured Frank Borman was a runaway hit in Western Europe). The protagonists of Operation Moonglow exhibit the NASA hallmarks of national honour, teamwork and mid-century gumption. Whether in space or on the ground, they got the job done. Absent a unifying ideology and nearly unlimited funding, however, the shelf life of space diplomacy was short. Muir-Harmony notes that imagery from the public relations campaigning surrounding the moon programme remained one of its most lasting legacies. Photographs taken from space, such as Blue Marble, epitomised Apollo’s capacity to help humans imagine commonalities in a divided world. Internationally shared astroculture was Apollo’s ‘afterglow’, a deepened sense of global interconnection. Muir-Harmony is nonetheless frank about the limitations of this self-reflexive gaze. ‘After Project Apollo ended’, she writes, ‘the geopolitical landscape did not reflect the image of the borderless Earth . . . depicted in Blue Marble; the world was still very much parcelled into nation-states, and the US and the USSR radiated their separate spheres of influence’. The trouble with ‘planetary consciousness’, as these works demonstrate, is that it is not planetary power. If the US space propaganda was designed, in part, to distract global attention from US militarism abroad, it could not bring back to life the soldiers and civilians who died from bullets, bombs and napalm. Nuclear fear may have prevented conflict between the great powers in the Cuban Missile Crisis and afterwards, but the following decades were hardly a ‘long peace’, as some have claimed. The age of planetary consciousness – the era of Blue Marble – has in fact been remarkably unsuccessful in the two realms so often attributed to it: assuaging geopolitical tensions and inspiring environmentalist action. As many as twenty million individuals died in major armed conflicts during the Cold War. Most victims were people of colour in the Global South. The years since 1945 have also witnessed
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a ‘great acceleration’ in the human-caused collapse of natural ecosystems. Global inequality and environmental destruction have only grown more intertwined in the twenty-first century. A recent report by the United Nations’ special rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights evaluates: ‘Climate change threatens the future of human rights and risks undoing the last 50 years of progress in development, global health and poverty reduction’. Even in a best-case outcome, ‘hundreds of millions will face food insecurity, forced migration, disease and death’. One dire yet entirely plausible scenario would entail a regressive construction of ‘climate apartheid’, in which wealthy populaces pay to evade weather disasters, malnourishment and conflict while the rest of humanity is abandoned to suffering. The stakes for addressing inequality and ecological strain through collective action have never been higher.

Conclusion

Understanding Europe’s final frontier requires attention to the frontiers that came before. Bringing the legacies of colonial violence into the history of space holds urgency in light of close linkages between spaceflight, militarism and global capitalism, as well as the ties between outer space and environmental thought. European space science today remains multi-continental as well as transnational and inter-planetary. A tracking station built by the European Space Agency in Kenya might acquire signals from a satellite commissioned in Spain, assembled by Germany and launched with a Russian rocket from the spaceport in French Guiana. The continued wealth of Europe in this era of growing inequality and ecological crisis, moreover, should call attention to the ways European power has been sustained after empire. Space programmes have played a substantial role in preserving Europe’s worldwide influence, rendering them among the many necessary areas to target within ongoing efforts to alleviate the intertwined problems of global inequality and climate crisis. That campaign, surely, is a form of astroculture worth embracing.
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